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What !
ALL of the Chew Valley has been licensed for the exploration and production
of coalbed methane and possibly shale gas by UK Methane and their
Australian partner Eden Energy. The companies have said they may seek to
test drill at Keynsham, Compton Martin and Ston Easton to better understand
the distribution and quality of coal and shale as sources of methane gas. The
Chew Valley lies within this triangle of test sites and within the Bristol-
Somerset coalfield.
If successful the companies may then proceed to apply for permission to
extract methane using the controversial technique of hydraulic fracturing or
fracking.

What are the Impacts?
The process involves intense 24/7 activity lasting for months,
followed by re-fracking every few years. An extensive network of
surface fracking pads is required to exploit the resource.
The impacts include: noise pollution, light pollution, heavy traffic,
possible contamination of ground water and surface water, gas
flaring, fugitive emissions of methane, seismicity, possible
contamination or disruption of the Bath Springs. Not to mention
being incompatible with our climate change commitments and
the possible migration of toxic material to the surface
environment.

What can I do?
If you disagree with the prospect of coalbed methane
and possible shale gas fracking in the Chew Valley
then you should write to your Member of Parliament:
Jacob Rees-Mogg, The House of Commons, London,
SW1A 0AA  and oppose any planning applications for
test drilling and / or production by UK Methane.

What is Fracking?
Fracking involves drilling down to the coal seams or shale
beds and then drilling a horizontal network of lateral wells.
Coal beds are de-watered & often fractured with nitrogen to
release the methane. Large quantities of water, chemicals
and sand are injected into shales at very high pressure to
systematically fracture the rock & release the gas.

Who are Frack Free Chew Valley?
Frack Free Chew Valley is an independent group of Chew Valley
residents who believe that unconventional gas exploration and
production risk the industrialisation and degradation of our rural
environment and is a failure of policy.


